The compound extended geometric distribution (CEG distribution) is introduced. Probabilities of the distribution are evaluated . Certain statistical, distributional and reliability properties are discussed. The distribution is characterized using S-function. An AR(1) process corresponding to CEG distribution is derived. Simulation and estimation of parameters are done using the method of moments and BHHJ estimation.
Introduction
From the last few decades, researchers are busy to obtain new probability distributions by using different techniques. Compounding of probability distributions has received attention since it is an innovative and sound technique to obtain new probability distributions. In several research papers, it has been found that compound distributions are very flexible and can be used efficiently to model different types of data sets. As a result, many compound distribution has been constructed. Compound distributions arise when either (1) all or some parameters of a distribution vary according to some probability distribution (mixture) or (2) the number of random variables N in a sum of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables ∑ N i=1 X i , is again a random variable. The distribution of N is referred to as primary distribution and that of X i is referred to as secondary distribution ( Willmot et al.(2012) ). In this paper , by compounding we mean the second one.
The compounding of probability distributions enables us to obtain both discrete as well as continuous distributions. Here we consider the compounding with discrete primary and secondary distributions. The compound Poisson distribution is often a popular choice for modeling aggregate claims in insurance. The compound negative binomial model arises naturally in several fields such as insurance mathematics and actuarial science and has been studied by several authors. Furthermore, compound geometric distribution as a special case of compound negative binomial distribution plays a vital role in analysis of ruin probabilities and related problems in risk theory. It has many reliability, queueing and insurance applications also. Some of these applications are discussed by Schafer (1996) , Willmot et al.(1997) , Tang (2005) and others. Even though compound Poisson distribution has many attractive properties, it is not a good model when the variance of N is greater than the mean of N. In such cases, compound negative binomial distribution is a better fit. The CEG distribution that we introduce here may also be a better fit in such cases. Pekoz and Ross (2004) derived an identity concerning the expectation of an arbitrary function of a compound random variable and use this identity to obtain recursive formulae for the probability mass function (pmf) of compound random variable when the compounding distribution is Poisson, binomial, negative binomial etc. Numerical evaluation procedures are often necessary for most compound distributions. Recursive evaluation procedures may be used if the primary distribution belongs to the Sundt-Jewell class (Willmot et al.(1988) ). Such a recursive procedure was introduced by Panjer (1981) . The use of this algorithm has become a widespread standard technique for the life and general insurance problem.Another approach is to use FFT to evaluate the probabilities by inverting the characteristic function.
Infinitely divisible distributions form an important class of distribution on R that include the compound Poisson distribution, as well as several of the most important special parametric families of distribution. The concept of infinite divisibility is useful in characterizing compound distributions. Feller's (1968) characterization of compound Poisson distribution states that a non-negative integer valued random variable is infinitely divisible if and only if its distribution is discrete compound. More probabilistic properties of compound distributions are discussed by many authors. Reliability classi-fications are useful tools in analysis of compound distributions and they are considered in a number of papers. Brown (1990) proved that compound geometric distribution is new worse than used (NWU). This result was generalized by Cai et al.(2000) . Distributional and ageing properties of compound geometric distribution have been discussed also by Willmot et al.(2001) .
Maximum likelihood is often used to estimate the unknown parameters in models because it provides asymptotically unbiased estimators which have the lowest possible asymptotic variance. For distributions having no closed form for the pmf, estimating unknown parameters using this method is not practical. Minimum distance estimators are of interest because they have the the desirable properties of being both robust and efficient. Basu et al.(1998) proposed a generalized Hellinger divergence involving densities, for count data. Along similar lines but employing pgf, a pgf-based Minimum Hellinger Divergence (MHD) type estimation is proposed by Sim et al.(2010) . Ying et al.(2016) proposed a pgf -based minimum power divergence for parameter estimation and they called this method as BHHJ-pgf divergence method.
This work is on compound extended geometric distribution with discrete secondary (severity) distribution. In section 2, we introduce compound extended geometric (CEG) distribution and evaluate probabilities using FFT. Statistical, distributional and reliability properties are discussed in sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively. Section 7 discusses simulation and estimation of parameters using moment method and BHHJ-pgf divergence method. Fitting of the distribution using a real life data is done in section 8.
Compound Extended Geometric Distribution and Numerical Evaluation of Its Probabilities
Definition 2.1 A discrete random variable N is said to have extended geometric (EG) distribution if its pmf is given by
where k is a positive integer. Sandhya et al.(2006) has established the connection between a negative binomial random variable and geometric random variable by considering the concept of fractional successes. There are situations where a success can occur only when k (> 1 , an integer) fractional successes happen. For example, suppose a sales representative receives an incentive only when he sells k identical items. Here selling of each item is a fractional success and obtaining an incentive is a success and success occurs only when the k fractional successes happen i.e. when k items are sold. In similar cases extended geometric distribution may be used to model the number of successes.
A random variable Y has a compound distribution if Y = ∑ N i=1 X i where the number of terms N is a discrete random variable whose support is the set of all non negative integers. It is assumed that X i are i.i.d. random variables and each X i is independent of N. When N has EG distribution, Y is said to have CEG distribution.
Definition 2.2
A counting random variable Y is said to have CEG distribution if its probability generating function (pgf) admits the presentation
where 
...
and so on.
Note: The compound geometric probabilities are obtained by putting k=1 in (2.2).
Evaluation of Probabilities
Numerical evaluation is often necessary for most compound distributions, since the pmf has no closed form especially for discrete cases. Even in the case of compound geometric distribution, the derivation of general form of pmf is not seen in any literature,to the best of our knowledge. Since the original 1981 paper of Panjer, considerable attention has been paid to Panjer's recursive formula. The Panjer's recursive formula can be successfully used to evaluate compound geometric probabilities. In practice, both recursive methods as well as transform based techniques are widely used. Willmot et al.(1988) , Sundt (1992) gave modifications to this formula. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique is a viable alternative. Here we evaluate the CEG probabilities using FFT , from the pgf of Y using the discrete Fourier Transform, following Embrechts et al.(2009) . For example, assume that Q(t) is the pgf of a binomial distribution with success probability p′ = 0.5.
The following R commands are used to evaluate the corresponding CEG probabilities. CEG (k, p, 0.5)
The vector g contains the probability masses on 0, 1, 2, ...(M − 1) where M is a truncation point. The probabilities are not displayed here as it takes much space. The probabilities in the case of any discrete secondary distribution can be evaluated in similar way. In this work we concentrate on geometric secondary distribution on {0, 1, 2, ..}.
The graphs of CEG probabilities with(1) Binomial, (2) Geometric and (3) Uniform secondary distributions are plotted here. Remark 2.3 Probabilities are spread out more to the right tail of the distribution in the case of binomial secondary distribution than geometric and uniform secondary distributions.
Remark 2.4 Even though extended geometric distribution has its probabilities at 0, k, 2k ... , CEG distribution has probabilities at all points 0, 1, 2 ...
Statistical Properties Quantiles
Quantiles are useful measures because they are less susceptible than means to long-tailed distributions. The quantile function is one way of prescribing a probability distribution and it is an alternative to the pmf and the cumulative distribution function (cdf). The discrete cdf is a step function, so it does not have an inverse function. Given a probability p 0 , the quantile for p 0 is defined as the smallest value of the random variable Y for which F(y) ≥ p 0 .
Closed form expression for quantiles are not easy to derive as the distribution function is not in a compact form. We have simulated 50 samples each of size 70 from CEG distribution (p = 0.9, 0.6, 0.3, 0.1) with geometric distribution (probability = 0.5) as secondary distribution and the quantile values at different probabilities are tabulated below. Remark 3.1 It is evident from the tables that skewness of CEG distribution becomes higher as the parameter p increases.
For p=0.9 the quantile values up to 0.9 are zero whereas for p=0.1 the quantile value corresponding to 0.2 itself is not zero irrespective of the value of k.
Cumulants
Cumulant generating function of CEG distribution is given by
is the moment generating function of secondary distribution.
Cumulants are derived using the general expression for deriving cumulants of random sum, proposed by Naoto Niki et al.(1990) .
Let k r , α r , ν r denote the r th cumulants of Y, X and N respectively then,
Considering geometric distribution as secondary distribution,
As mean = k 1 , variance = k 2 and µ 3 = k 3 we have:
Putting k=1, we get the moments of compound geometric distribution.
Also coefficient of variation is given by
A Characterization of CEG Distribution
From (2.1), it follows that if Q Y (t) is a pgf of CEG (k, p, p′) , then there exists another pgf Q(t) such that
k for given values of the parameters. Now, let us check whether a geometric distribution on {0, 1, 2, ...} is CEG. Then
should be a pgf. For Q(t) to be a pgf, all the terms in (4.1) should be positive. But a and b need not be greater than zero always. Hence geometric distribution on{0,1,2,...} is not CEG.
Also we know that a compound Poisson is not compound geometric and it can not be CEG. Now consider
which is the pgf of negative binomial distribution with index parameter 1 k . Let us find the pgf of CEG corresponding to this Q(t).
−1 where a = q′ + qp′
, where p * = p p′ and q
which is a mixture of two generating functions.
R and S Functions of CEG Distribution
R and S functions are generating functions which enable us to analyze properties like infinite divisibility of a probability distribution.
R function
where Q Y (t) and Q(t) are pgfs' of Y and X i respectively. All terms in the RHS of (4.2) are absolutely monotone from which it follows that R Y (t) is absolutely monotone. As the absolute monotonicity of R function is a necessary and sufficient condition (Steutel et al.(2004) ) for the infinite divisibility of a pgf, we have:
) 0 ≤ t < 1. Let us consider the S function of the CEG distribution S Y (t) as the generating function of the sequence {s j } where s j = q 1 k q j+1 , j = 0, 1, 2, ....Here we assume that Q(t) has support {1, 2, ...}.
T hen S Y
(t) = ∞ ∑ j=0 s j t j = q 1 k t Q(t) (4.3) Now Q Y (t) = Q Y (0) 1 − q[Q(t)] k
Substituting for q[Q(t)]
k from (4.3) we get 
and S Y (t) is absolutely monotone.
An AR(1) Process Corresponding to CEG Distribution
Consider AR(1) process {Y n,i } with innovation sequence ε n,i given by Y n,i = 0 with the probability p
ε n,i with probability
To cite an example for such AR(1) process, consider a collection centre which renders service to farmers in storing their products which are perishable. Let {Y n,i } denote the inventory on the nth day if a power failure occurs on a day , the centre deny to store products and then
ε n,i denote the total quantity of products that are received from k outlets on the day.
Theorem 5.1 A sequence {Y n,i } given by (5.1) defines a stationary AR(1) process for some p iff it is extended geometric sum of innovations {ε n,i }.
Reliability Properties
The well-known NWU property of geometric sums is extended to the class of random sums by Cai et al. (2000) . Willmot et al. (2001) have discussed aging and other distributional properties of compound geometric distribution. Higher order reliability property of a distribution are discussed by . Cai et al. (2005) showed that the aging properties of many compound distributions can be characterized uniquely by the aging properties of the the primary distribution whatever the secondary distribution is. Here we discuss some of these properties in the case of CEG distribution.
Hazard Rates
Knowledge of the functional form of hazard rate function is equivalent to that of the distribution itself. If the function has a closed form it will help to determine the distribution of the random variable uniquely. As there is no closed form here, we evaluate the hazard rate values for given values of p, k, and p ′ and are tabulated below. Graphs are also plotted. Using this theorem, the following result may be stated in the case of CEG distribution.
Result 6.1 CEG distribution with DFR secondary distribution is DFR.
Proof : 
The probabilities are given by
2 and so on.
These probabilities are monotonically non increasing and the distribution is log convex and DFR. Then the CEG variable with this secondary distribution has pgf Q Y (t)
is given by (6.1).
And the CEG probabilities are
Thus Y is log convex. Also log convexity is a sufficient condition for a random variable to be DFR. Hence Y is DFR.
Kemp (2004) established various relationships between classes of life time distributions given by
Using this, we state the following result.
Result 6.2 CEG distribution with DFR secondary distribution is DFRA, NWU, NWUE and IMRL. Also it will have monotonically non increasing probabilities.

Result 6.3 CEG class is not a subclass of DFR class in general.
The following example illustrates this result.
Let Q(t) = t 2 be the pgf of secondary distribution.
Then the CEG probabilities are
Denoting the tail probabilities of Y by a n , n = 0, 1, 2, ...
and so on Thus we have a n+1 a n < 1 for n = 3 + 4 j, j = 0, 1, 2, ... = 1 for all other values of n.
This implies that
a n+1 a n is not non decreasing in n for n = 0, 1, 2, ... which again imply that Y is not DFR.
Result 6.4 CEG distribution with IFR secondary distribution need not be IFR.
Let the Poisson distribution with parameter λ be the secondary distribution. Then Gupta et al.(1997) showed that Poisson distribution is IFR for any λ > 0.
⇒ Y is not IFR.
Simulation and Estimation
Estimation of parameters of CEG distribution is discussed in this section. Its clear from (2.2) that the expression for g y is much complicated and so the MLE method is impractical. We use other two methods namely moment estimation method and a pgf based method. The performance of these estimators are compared using simulation.
Moment estimation
Moment estimation of the parameters is done using simulated data in two cases. 
where m 1 denote the sample mean. Solution is done using root-finding function in R, namely, uniroot, in the R-package, rootSolve. Moment estimates of p show more efficiency but that of k show less efficiency for simulated data.
BHHJ estimation
The use of pgf in statistical inference has been proposed as a tool in estimation due to its simplicity compared to probability mass function in many instances. Application of pgf in parameter estimation through Hellinger distance is investigated in the context of discrete distributions by Sim et al.(2010) . Basu et al. (1998) proposed a density power divergence method for parameter estimation, abbreviated as BHHJ estimation method. Here we use BHHJ-pgf divergence method, proposed by Ying et al. (2016) . This method relies on a tuning parameter say, α. Although α may take any value greater than or equal to zero, it is preferable to have 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. A divergence is a measure between two probability functions which is equal to zero if and only if both the functions are exactly identical.
BHHJ divergence based on pgf is defined as
where g(t, θ) = E θ (t x ), θϵΘ , the parameter space, is the pgf and g n (t) = 1 n ∑ n i=1 t x i , 0 < t < 1 is the empirical probability generating function (epgf). BHHJ estimates are obtained by minimizing equation (7.1) using numerical integration and optimization techniques in R.
Case 1 : When p is unknown 
Real Life Data Set
The number of depression symptoms can be considered as count data in order to get complete and accurate analysis findings in studies of depression. Tao et al. (2017) , in his study, aims to compare the goodness of fit of four count outcomes models by a large survey sample to identify the optimum model for a risk factor study of the number of depression symptoms. The second column of above table presents the observed distribution of the number of depression symptoms. Among the total of 15462 respondents, 39.28 percentage reported no depression symptoms and so on. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) are not used here to measure goodness of fit as the the likelihood function cannot be put in a closed form. Hence fitting of CEG distribution is done using Chi square test. Parameter p is estimated using BHHJ method. 
Conclusion
This paper offers CEG distribution, which is obtained by compounding EG distribution with discrete distribution. We have derived some properties of the distribution, including reliability properties. Apart from standard distributions, pmf of many discrete compound distributions have no closed form. Hence even evaluation of probabilities is a difficult task. We have given R commands to evaluate CEG probabilities in the case of binomial secondary distribution.This can be used for any secondary distribution. Characterization of the distribution is done using S function. An AR(1) process corresponding to CEG distribution is obtained. We have tried to explore the role of CEG distribution as a reliability class of distributions and demonstrated how the distribution falls into place within the hierarchy of various reliability classes. The parameter estimation via the maximum likelihood method is not practical due to the complexity in the form of pmf. Hence it is done using method of moments and pgf based BHHJ estimation method. We conducted simulation study to compare the methods.Based on our simulations, we conclude that BHHJ method performs better than method of moments. Finally, we have fitted CEG distribution to a real data and compared it with fitting Poisson, negative binomial, zero-inflated Poisson and zero-inflated negative binomial distributions. The p values show that CEG distribution provides a better fit compared to others.
